As the generation model of classical literature in China, Song Poems were not only highly admired by the literati at that time, the Ci poets, word sets, poems, poetry rhythm, notes and commentaries on Ci poetry and others were also valued by the later generations. Due to the objective conditions of predecessors and the limitations and deficiencies of research technologies, there was a short of systematic research in the field of rhyme of Song Poems. As far as the field of the research of rhyme of Song Poems in the modern and contemporary ages, the author carries out the research review from five parts: the rhyme monograph research of the Song Poems, the song-poem research of verse application in the Song poems, the thematic research of verse application in individual Song poems, and the rhyme research of the Taiwanese and overseas Song Poems.
INTRODUCTION
Poetry is the ensemble lyrics, also known as melody Poetry, which dated from the Tang Dynasty, finalized in the Five Dynasties and thrived in the Song Dynasty. Song Poems, as the model of Chinese literature of a generation, is worshiped as the classic by the scholars of younger age. Rhyme is the soul of poetry, which is of great significance for the research of the rhyme of Song Poems. By taking the contemporary and contemporary ages as the time background, this paper carries out the investigation on the rhyme research of Song Poems in the modern and contemporary ages from five parts: the research of verse application of individual Ci poets, the research of verse application of group Ci poets, the thematic research of verse application in individual Song poems, the research of verse application in Song poems and the rhyme research of the Taiwanese and overseas Song poems. 
IV. RESEARCH ON THE VERSE APPLICATION IN SONG POEMS
In the research of the rhyme of Song Poems, the songpoem is very important, and is an indispensable link in the study of rhyme, especially after the contemporary era, more and more attention has been paid to the research of songpoem, mainly in master's theses. In these papers, there are a large number of researches on the verse application in song poems, which are based on the research of the history of Ci from the perspective of the "system" of Ci genre, at the same time, it is also an exploration of the research methods of the rhyme of Song Poems. , Language Research, No. 01, 2005; Wei Huibin, "Up to Matching" and "Voiced Sound to Change" of Rhyme, Ancient Chinese Research, No. 04, 2005. VI. RHYME RESEARCH OF THE TAIWANESE AND OVERSEAS SONG POEMS 
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VII. CONCLUSION
Based on the research of verse application of Ci poets in Song Poems, the research on rhyme monographs of Song Poems and the thematic research of verse application in individual Song poems, this paper adds the research of verse application in Song poems and the rhyme research of the Taiwanese and overseas Song Poems as the research of rhyme of Song Poems by taking modern and contemporary as the background of the times, which makes us to learn the rhyme of Song Poems more comprehensively. Due to the haste of time and the hugeness of data, there are still many rooms for improvement in this paper, such as the short of comprehensive investigation of photocopies during the Republic of China era, the short of detailed description of the characteristics of the listed bibliographies, and so on.
